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1 of 1 review helpful I love them too By Grandma Soprano I m not sure what the author s point was I ll be hearing it 
reviewed in a few days by the person who suggested it and I ll have more to add at that time It is a good read The 
reviewer was as baffled as I was Two things occur to me Is something lost in the translation into English and or does 
the story represent a confusion of an element of society that can t fi An award winning debut novel about a quirky 
immigrant rsquo s journey through a multicultural post nationalist landscape nbsp Set in Frankfurt All Russians Love 
Birch Trees follows a young immigrant named Masha Fluent in five languages and able to get by in several others 
Masha lives with her boyfriend Elias Her best friends are Muslims struggling to obtain residence permits and her 
parents rarely leave the house except to compare ga ldquo All Russians Love Birch Trees by Olga Grjasnowa is an 
astounding debut novel both political and personal sexual and full of grief It captures beautifully and viscerally what it 
rsquo s like to lose your home due to traumatic events what it rs 
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